




















for the attainment of gratuitous effects but are always placed at the disposal of the musical 
idea. On one side a refined, brilliant instrumental virtuosity - that may be found mainly in 
the capriccios - which is revealed by passages in the high positions or through the 
different strings, with special bowings or large three/four notes chords. On the other side, 
perhaps more important, the absolutely natural proneness to the long phrased cantability. 
In his theoretical work «Il Trionfo della Pratica Musicale» Veracini defines melody as 
«Musical treasure» adding that «the compositions filled with real taste must contain the gentle 
singing». Hence the melodic abandon of the slow movements among which the famous 
Largo of the Sonata op.II n.6 where a melody of widely romantic taste becomes firmly 
trenchant and effective, thanks to a bass which is simple and ostinato as far as the base of 
exuberant harmonic constructions. The blend of virtuosity and cantability characterizes 
centuries of the Italian music and its influence goes beyond the Alps thanks to the 
celebrity of the Italian musicians. 

One of its most evident examples is the Capriccio of Sonata op.I n.12 that Veracini 
composed with superb taste alternating sections of a different character - almost in the 
rondo form -, or assigning at the same time cantabile elements to the violin and other 
virtuosic ones to the bass, and vice-versa. 

The performance we propose is the outcome of two divergent exigencies originating 
from the same point. One is the philological research, which - with the use of the original 
instruments and the appropriate performing technique - leads us to the stylistic rigour in 
the text interpretation. The other is our longing for improvisation and invention, playing 
with the thousands temptations a genius's music offers. 

Eventually it was the philological research that stimulated our want to create 
situations that did not exist in the written text, a real need whenever we interpret the 
Italian masterpieces of that period. So, we felt it was necessary to raise the noble poetry of 
the Largo of the Sonata op.II n.6 making it accessible through the virtuosic improvisation of 
the harpsichord and the violin, as if only getting through a hard ordeal could conquer 
such poetry! 

The performance of the basso continuo intentionally differs from the more or less 
tacit convention of a non-protagonist accompaniment. We have preferred to imagine two 
soloists sharing every dramatic cue with the violin. A historic event supports our idea. 
Burney says that once in London Veracini required the accompaniment of the neapolitan 
virtuoso Salvatore Lanzetti - a cellist of brilliant technique - for his solo performance. What 
did he expect to attain choosing such an eccentric virtuoso as Lanzetti? Considering 
Lanzetti's celebrity, certainly not a fawning, obliging counterpoint nor a colourless 
support to the violin solo. Most probably Veracini wanted a lively interlocutor capable of 
proposing his own musical variations to the musical exchange, transmuting it into a 
dialogue between equals where the harpsichord is alternatively participant, spectator, 
mediator and still rhythmic harmonic space, the surround or the frame within which he 
could freely move the slightest emotional nuances of the musical text. Hence our choice of 
combining cello and harpsichord in various sound levels or tone-colour effects. In this way 
the accompaniment can stretch out from a sensitive echo of the violin to a high, dramatic 
contribution, from a compact, rigorous contrapuntal response to an almost symphonic 
support. 

We have been able to search for all these effects in an antique hall of medium 
dimensions where the recording was very realistic, free from obsessive, artificial 
reverberation. The best way, we think, to propose a chamber sonata. 

 
The performers. 
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